
Spain’s exhibition at the 1976 Biennale entitled Art and Political Commitment: The Boundaries of Meaning 
was made up of two rooms, grouped here into one space, and devoted, according to one of the curators, Tomás 
Llorens, to: A rendering of Spanish art’s recent landscape. Our blueprint here moves away completely from the 
conventional context, from the succession of increasingly transient labels imported directly from the ‘interna-
tional avant-garde’.

The terms used to refer to these works distinguished between what was called “emblematic play”, in the case of Antoni 
Tàpies and Juan Genovés, and “iconographic play”, referring to Manuel Millares, Eduardo Arroyo, Equipo Crónica and the Va-
lencia Estampa Popular. Llorens expounded the relationship between art and politics as:

When, after overcoming the economic, social and political crisis with the 1960s just around the corner, the country entered a 
period of economic development and Francoism seemed to find some stability in the search for capitalist rationality more in 
line with that exercised by European capitalism, avant-garde art questioned its approaches, tenets and its own practice. The 
‘emblematic’ work set out one of the possibilities of this issue. Artists tried as much to create a culture of opprobrium as to put 
forward the first alternatives to what was established […] in the daily struggle against repression.” “The voices of the people 
are an affirmation of national differences [Tàpies] and May ’68 a point of reference to the stance taken by the avant-garde, 
while others bore the saddest face of the situation — men arrested and hung [Genovés]. Here the relationships between art 
and politics are subjected to a questioning of artistic language itself, the role and function of art, and the search for a specific 
referentiality, capable of specifically putting forward the conditions of the new situation [political Millares, Equipo Crónica, 
the Valencia Estampa Popular and Arroyo’s works on Spanish themes].

Moving along this discursive line, the political message from the emblem would be built around a direct message, whether 
it be through an expressive repertoire adhering to the tradition of abstraction or a verbal and visual discourse of specific sit-
uations. By contrast, iconographic play was considered through an analysis of popular languages, for instance the comic or 
advertising. 

Quote taken from a document, written by Tomás Llorens for Oriol Bohigas, which compiles the core strands of the exhibition organised for the 1976 Venice Bien-
nale. Oriol Bohigas Archive
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